The Interactive Arabic Dictionary: Another Collaboratively Constructed Language Resource
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Abstract Dictionaries are very essential resources that almost all Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications use. Since language is constantly evolving, new words or new meanings to current words continuously appear. In order to keep a dictionary up-to-date, an enrichment process is needed to incorporate new vocabularies. In the last decade, a new approach of resources construction has emerged based on the collaboration between different users on the Web. In this paper, we present the Interactive Arabic Dictionary (IAD): a monolingual web-based dictionary. Initially based on the “Almuajam Alwasseet” dictionary, IAD provides the different meanings of Arabic words, with specific morphological and syntactical information, in addition to other related information such as example sentences, multimedia illustrations, associated words, semantic domains, expressions, linguistic avails, common mistakes. Authorized users can collaboratively enrich the content of the dictionary through the use of a “controlled process” to add or modify entries, meanings, or any kind of detailed information related to them. This “controlled process” consists of a suggestion-validation procedure in order to maintain the integrity of the dictionary. This enrichment process will expand the dictionary content, allowing its future exploitation in high level NLP applications.
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1. Introduction

Semantic lexical resources are very important for various Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications. However, such comprehensive and trustworthy resources are rare, and not often freely available. The cost of constructing these resources manually is very high, and building them automatically requires exhaustive validation by experts.

In the last decade, a new approach of resource construction has emerged. Resources were constructed progressively, by the interaction of users with applications on the Web. Web technologies supported distributed collaboration and made it accessible to Internet users. In fact, the overhead of conventional language resource construction can be overcome by collaboration. Wikipedia [5], the free encyclopedia, that can be edited by anyone, is the most popular and promising resource in this respect.

Designed as the lexical companion to Wikipedia, Wiktionary [6], the wiki dictionary, is a multilingual, web-based project to create a free content dictionary, available in 158 languages. Unlike standard dictionaries, it is written collaboratively by volunteers, called “Wiktionarians”, using wiki software, allowing articles to be changed by almost anyone with access to the website. Wiktionary has grown beyond a standard dictionary and now includes a thesaurus, a rhyme guide, phrase books, language statistics and extensive appendices. It is intended to include not only the definition of a word, but also enough information to really understand it, such as etymologies, pronunciations, sample quotations, synonyms, antonyms and translations. An Arabic version of Wiktionary [7] is available, but has a limited number of entries.

The Quranic Arabic Corpus [4] is another collaboratively constructed linguistic resource initiated at the University of Leeds, with multiple layers of annotation including part-of-speech tagging, morphological segmentation [8] and syntactic analysis using dependency grammar [9]. The motivation behind this work is to produce a resource that enables further analysis of the Quran.

Collaboratively constructed resources face two main challenges: (1) the integration of recently added content with the existing resource, and (2) the quality of the acquired content. Collaboratively constructed resources often lack quality or contain incomplete entries as they are often accessible to non-expert users and lack editorial control. To overcome these problems and acquire valuable knowledge, researchers and linguists in HIAST (Higher Institute for Applied Sciences and Technology) launched a project [3,15] to build an Interactive Arabic dictionary (IAD) based initially on the "Almuajam Alwasseet" [10], which can be collaboratively enriched with new entries, meanings, and other morphological, syntactical, semantic information.

2. Interactive Arabic Dictionary
Many studies were carried out to specify the main characteristics and features of the Arabic dictionary. “Constructing Computer Dictionary” [1], “Specification of the Interactive Arabic Dictionary” [11], and “Conceptual Design of the Interactive Arabic Dictionary” [12], were the main studies used in HIAST to implement the Interactive dictionary.

2.1. Objectives

IAD is a Monolingual dictionary (Arabic-Arabic), targeted to Arabic language speakers and learners. This dictionary contains a multi-level linguistic knowledge: morphological, lexical, syntactical, and semantic. Moreover, it provides many linguistic statistics useful for linguistic researchers and software developers.

IAD offers the possibility of searching word meaning, extended with a number of illustrative examples (that presents the correct use of the word in Arabic), and some multimedia contents (images, sounds, videos). It also provides other information, such as non-standard plural forms, associated words, semantic relations (synonyms, antonyms), idioms, common mistakes, linguistic tips.

IAD includes a simplified version of the morphological analyzer - developed at HIAST [13,14] - to extract the stem of the given word, and a spelling checker to check the spelling of the searched word and propose alternatives. IAD is also integrated with the open source system for derivation and conjugation “SARF” [2] to enable access to the derivation and conjugation of the searched words.

2.2. Main Actors

The Arabic Interactive Dictionary is designed to allow a real interaction with web users searching for Arabic word meanings. Users with high privileges (Linguists /Lexicographers) can also enrich the dictionary with new words, meanings, examples, multimedia, or other related information. From this perspective, it was necessary to design a system that can manage the interactivity preserving the correctness and integrity of the dictionary.

Users of the system can be categorized into 4 categories: Common users, Linguists, Lexicographers, and Administrators.

Common users access the dictionary through a web interface to search for word meanings and other related information.

Linguists can suggest insertion of new words, update of an existing word meaning, or other related information. To access the system as a linguist, the user should apply for a linguist account (providing a username, a password, and other required information).

Lexicographers can validate or reject linguists' propositions. Lexicographers can also provide configurations to derive specialized dictionaries. The administration committee of the dictionary designates users to access the system as lexicographers.

Administrators can manage the accounts of the system users.

2.3. Data Model

The dictionary was designed to be consistent with the morphological and semantic characteristics of Arabic language [3]. This design has adopted the word generation model in Arabic, and the basic rules and patterns stated in [1].

The lexical entry of the dictionary is a word that could be a verb, a noun, or a preposition. Each entry is associated with a root, a pattern, a diacritized form, and one (or more) meaning.

In case the word is a verb, other information are associated such as: present form, infinitive form, transitivity feature (zero, one, two, or three objects), and associated nouns.

In case the word is a noun, other information are associated such as: gender (masculine, feminine), number (single, pair, plural), type (Instrumental noun, Gerund) origin (Arabized, imported), and associated verbs.

As mentioned earlier, each entry has one (or more) meaning. A word coupled with a specific meaning has attributes, such as:

- gloss
- plural form
- usage frequency
- gloss reference (referenced dictionary)
- domain of use (specialization)
- etymological information
- examples of use (with corresponding references and multimedia illustrations)
- multimedia (audio for sound expressing words, video, image)
- common mistakes
- linguistic tips
- semantic domain

2.4. IAD Functions

The dictionary provides four main functions: searching, enrichment, access to the derivation and conjugation system “SARF”, and statistics.

2.4.1. Search Function

Searching function is available for all dictionary users. IAD offers two types of searching: by entry and by root.

Searching by entry returns all dictionary entries that match the entered string, with access to related meanings and other information. The searched string may consist of one or many words forming an expression or an idiom.

Searching by root returns all dictionary entries derived from the entered root with access to related meanings and other information.

Accessing one of the meanings in the returned list displays the gloss that defines the entry meaning, in addition to related examples, morphological and syntactical information, multimedia, associated words, semantic relations, expressions, idioms, linguistic tips, and common mistakes.

When the entry meaning is displayed, IAD provides an access to semantic search, which enables searching synonyms, antonyms, or other semantically related entries.

The advanced search option allows restricting the search space to either one of the categories: verbs, nouns, prepositions, or expressions.

Searching scenario can be presented by the following steps:

a) User enters an Arabic word that can be completely or partially diacritized.

b) User decides the search type (by entry or by root).
c) The system tries to match the word with the dictionary entries or roots
   i) If it finds a match, a list of corresponding entries is displayed (see Figure 1):
      - In case of searching by entry, this list contains all possible entries (verbs, nouns, prepositions, etc.) that correspond to the searched word letters and diacritics (if specified).
      - In case of searching by root, this list contains all possible entries (verbs, nouns, prepositions, etc.) derived from this root.

   ii) If the given word does not match any entry, the embedded morphological analyzer is called to determine the stem of the word.
      - If the stem exists in the dictionary entries or roots, the system proceeds with the search using the stem.
      - Otherwise, the embedded spelling checker is called to suggest alternatives. User selects the desired word and the system proceeds with a new search operation using the desired word (see Figure 2).

   d) User selects the desired diacritized entry from the returned list.
   e) The system moves to a detailed information page containing the morphological characteristics and the different meanings of the word and other related information (see Figure 3).

2.4.2. Enrichment

Linguists can enrich the dictionary with new words, meanings, semantic relations, or any other information following a mechanism that ensures security, coherence, and integrity.

Figure 1. List of corresponding entries interface

Figure 2. Alternatives suggested by the spelling checker

Figure 3. Detailed information page

Only registered linguists can modify the dictionary content. Linguist can suggest adding/modifying all kinds of detailed information related to entries and meanings (see Figure 4), such as:
- Adding new entries, with corresponding meanings, examples, morphological information,
- Adding new meanings to existing words with other related information.
- Modifying current content of dictionary words.

Figure 4. Enrichment suggestion interface

Figure 5. Enrichment validation interface

Enrichment is an interactive process, in which available related information is presented to the user in order to guide him through the suggestion process. These suggestions will be labeled as “pending”, and will not be incorporated in the database of the dictionary until the approval of the lexicographer who can explore the
suggestions and then accept, modify, or reject them (see Figure 5). The approved suggestions will be part of the dictionary, and will appear in the results of next search operations.

2.4.3. Access to “SARF”

The Interactive Arabic Dictionary is integrated with the open source system for derivation and conjugation "SARF" [2] to enable access to the derivation and conjugation of the searched words.

The original version of SARF is a desktop application. New web interfaces were designed to integrate SARF with the dictionary to make it available to dictionary users (see Figure 6).

2.4.4. Statistics

The Interactive Arabic Dictionary allow users to acquire statistical information about its content (see Figure 7). The dictionary provides statistics related to different aspects, such as: root number of letters (Tri-literal, Quad-literal, Quinque-literal), types of verbs (augmented, or unaugmented), location of characters in the root.

Another category of statistics is provided in the dictionary to quantify the contribution of linguists and lexicographers in the enrichment process.

2.5. IAD Design

The system is decomposed into four subsystems: (1) search subsystem, which comprises the morphological analyzer and the spelling checker components, (2) suggestion subsystem, (3) validation subsystem, and (4) accounts’ management subsystem.

These four subsystems interact with the database which includes linguistic data, data about the entries state (approved, disapproved, pending), and data about users' accounts. Figure 8 shows a diagram of system decomposition and interaction between the different subsystems.

2.6. Implementation Issues

The system is implemented using n-tiers architecture; all subsystems are divided into four tiers: Persistence Layer, Data Access Layer, Business Logic Layer, and Presentation Layer.

1. Persistence Layer: This tier is implemented using Hibernate technology which provides several facilities for data retrieval, data updating, and transaction management. Hibernate enables to generate Java source files to match the structure of the dictionary database based on object-relational mapping specified in its XML configuration files.

2. Data Access Layer (DAL): Using persistence layer, it is easy to implement data access layer. A generic class is provided to perform common tasks in data access layer. All other classes in the DAL inherit from this class and add special behavior if any. Moreover, a DAL factory, which represents a single interface between DAL and higher layers, is provided.

3. Business Logic Layer (BLL): Due to the complexity of this layer, we divide it into two sub-layers:
   ● BOManager layer responsible of managing business objects (create, retrieve, update, delete), and filling them with the related values from different Data objects.
   ● Service layer integrates between BOMangers to provide several services in the system such as search, morphological analysis, spelling correction.

As in DAL, a single interface between BLL and higher layers is provided.

4. Presentation Layer: This layer represents the front-end of the software application. It consists of several jsp and html pages.
2.7. Dictionary Content

The current version of the Arabic Interactive Dictionary published on the site http://almuajam.hiast.edu.sy/ contains all “Almuajam AlWassee” dictionary entries [10] enriched from other important traditional and contemporary Arabic dictionaries. Based on a paper version of “Almuajam AlWassee”, a data engineering procedure was carried on to structure the paper dictionary content. This procedure yielded the kernel of IAD database. There are more than 50000 verbs and 75000 nouns. This kernel was extended with examples extracted from many sources (Quran, Hadith, traditional and contemporary Arabic books). A special effort has been done to enrich the entries of the letter “Ha” in order to illustrate all IAD features and characteristics. Thus, many examples and multimedia illustrations were added, semantic domains for many entries were specified, and sound records for all Quran examples were provided. Table 1 presents a list of examples illustrating some of the dictionary features. The content of the dictionary is always subject to enrichment respecting integrity and correctness constraints mentioned earlier.

3. Conclusion

A Beta version of the dictionary is now available on the web site http://almuajam.hiast.edu.sy/. The dictionary is now ready to be enriched collaboratively by web users. Maintaining the integrity and correctness of the dictionary content, requires the supervision of an administration committee responsible of assigning lexicographers and specifying rules for linguists’ admission.

Research is undertaken actually at HIAST to enhance IAD performance and extend its content. A more efficient version of the morphological analyzer will be integrated with IAD. Projects are envisaged to support the enrichment process by automated tools. Using available corpora on the web, these tools enable the dictionary to be enriched with examples, other meanings, media.

To enable Arabic language processing applications to access the different functionalities of IAD, an application programming interface (API) will be provided.
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